Fire Engine Drivers
The Victorian Police, Fire and Ambulance station which houses the National Emergency
Services Museum in Sheffield
City Centre is a hub of activity.
With over 40,000 visitors a year,
multiple
events,
corporate
bookings, school visits, TV
filming and more this historic
heritage site is a bustling visitor
attraction. To cope with our
increasing visitor numbers we
are looking to increase our
driving team. Join a community
of passionate volunteers in
ensuring this busy visitor attraction maintains a fantastic visitor experience.
Join a warm and diverse team in an exciting time in NESM’s story. Candidates will have
the opportunity to get hands on with vehicles, get involved in the visitor experience, be a
part of our events and be involved in the preservation of history.
As an interactive museum and visitor attraction, NESM offers real-life fire engine rides! In
the role as driver you will be the friendly face that visitors see as they climb aboard. The
candidate would need to be happy around visitors and ready for a chat, legally able to
drive a fire engine (hold the correct license) and most importantly, be just as enthusiastic
for nee-naws as those enjoying the ride!
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What we are looking for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion and enthusiasm.
An ability to adapt and use initiative.
Basic maintenance knowledge/skills.
Ability to work independently or in a team.
Hold the correct driving license and legally be allowed to drive.
Weekend and bank holiday availability.

This role will be weekends and
bank holidays primarily, as this is
when we offer the fire engine
ride experiences. The role would
involve the driving of the vehicle
and
when
required,
the
preparation checks/cleaning and
the cleaning and tidying at the
end of the day. The candidate
would also be involved in
preparation of the vehicles for
big events as well as being
involved in the events themselves. This will often be at other locations.

For more information please contact
01142491999.

info@emergencymuseum.org.uk or call
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